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TIME SCHEDULE

MODULE TOPIC PERIODS
I Introduction and Process control in Mixing &

Spinning preparation
18

II Process Control in Spinning 18
III Process Control in Weaving Preparation 18
IV Process control in weaving & Machine balancing 18

TOTAL 72

OBJECTIVES

On completion of the subject students should be able to understand

MODULE I
1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PROCESS CONTROL IN MIXING  &

SPINNING PREPARATION
1.1 Object of process control
1.2 Define the term “norm”
1.3 List the methods of establishing norms

1.3.1 Collection of Industry wide data
1.3.2 Standard norms

1.4 Define the term quality in terms of yarn and fabric
1.5 Describe the factors responsible for increasing productivity
1.6 Identify suitable measures to minimize cost of production
1.8 List the duties and responsibilities of spinning and weaving managers
1.7 State the importance of machinery auditing
1.9 State the factors influencing mixing quality and cost
1.10 Evaluate cotton fibers for the following properties by using instruments

1.10.1 Trash
1.10.2 Length
1.10.3 Strength
1.10.4 Fineness
1.10.5 Maturity

1.11 Control the mixing quality through fiber characteristics
1.12 Describe the simultaneous control of quality and cost
1.13 Recall ATIRA’S approach for linear programming for cotton mixing
1.14 Define the term yarn realization
1.15 Describe the method of controlling yarn realization
1.16 State the method of maintaining the record for yarn realization and waste
1.17 Specify the norms for yarn realization
1.18 Estimate the yarn realization in a textile mill
1.19 Explain the method of controlling waste and cleaning in blow room and

cards



1.20 Determine the trash content and cleaning in blow room and cards
1.21 State the norms for cleaning efficiency of individual machines in blow

room
1.22 Lay out the norms for waste and cleaning in blow room and cards
1.23 Analyze the performance of a blow room
1.24 Identify the machines with substandard performance
1.25 Explain the method of controlling comber waste
1.26 Specify the norms for improvement in mean length on combing
1.27 State the needs for routine check of comber waste
1.28 Explain the procedure for the control of comber waste
1.29 Explain the control of sliver evenness
1.30 State the control of stretch at fly frames
1.31 Suggest suitable measures to control the variability in blow room and

drawframe
1.32 Explain the method of increasing machine productivity in preparatory

section

MODULE II
2.0 PROCESS CONTROL IN SPINNING

2.1 Define the term productivity
2.2 Relate productivity with profitability
2.3 Suggest the methods for maximizing efficiency in ring spinning
2.4 Identify the reason for and breaks in spinning and suggest methods for

controlling it
2.5 Discuss the method of measuring productivity
2.6 Define  snap reading
2.7 Explain the technique of snap reading
2.8 Define the term

2.8.1 Within bobbin yarn count variations
2.8.2 Between bobbin yarn count variations

2.9 State the methods of reducing within bobbin and between bobbin count
variations

2.10 Explain the control of
2.10.1 Count of yarn,
2.10.2 Evenness
2.10.3 Variability in lea strength

2.11 List the different types of yarn irregularities
2.12 Suggest suitable methods to prevent yarn imperfections
2.13 Indicate the reasons for thick and thin places

MODULE III
PROCESS CONTROL IN WEAVING PREPARATORY

3.1 Determine the quality of knot
3.2 Discuss the method of producing good packages in weaving

preparatory
3.3 Discuss the possible defects in cones

3.3.1 Soft nose
3.3.2 Soft base
3.3.3 Ribboning
3.3.4 Stitches



3.3.5 Snarls
3.3.6 Wild yarns

3.4 Define term clearing efficiency and knot factor
3.5 Discuss the quality factor of yarn clearer
3.6 Indicate the effects of unwinding tension
3.7 Suggest suitable measures to minimize end breaks in warping
3.8 Explain the method of producing quality warp
3.9 Explain the influence of following conditions on the quality of warper’s

beam
3.9.1 Flanges,
3.9.2 Stop motion,
3.9.3 Brake
3.9.4 Driving drum

3.10 Explain the importance of length measuring motion
3.11 Write the objects of process control  in sizing
3.12 Explain the selection of size and size pick – up
3.13 State the control of size pick –up
3.14 Indicate the method of controlling

3.14.1 Yarn stretch
3.14.2 Moisture in sized yarn

3.15 Identify the possible defects in sizing
3.16 List the reasons for stoppages of pirn winding
3.17 Describe the reasons for stoppages in pirn winding
3.18 Describe the method by which the productivity can be improved at

3.18.1 Warp winding
3.18.2 Warping
3.18.3 Sizing
3.18.4 Pirn winding

MODULE IV
4.0 PROCESS CONTROL IN WEAVING AND MACHINE BALANCING

4.0 Select the heald and reed for a particular sort of fabric
4.1 List different types of healds and reeds
4.2 Discuss the effect of reed parameters on weavability of yarn
4.3 Suggest suitable measures to improve productivity in loom shed
4.4 Indicate steps for reducing loom stoppages due to

4.5.1 End breaks
4.5.2 Warp faults
4.5.3 Weft breaks
4.5.4 Shuttle changes
4.5.5 Machinery failures

4.6 Explain variable staggering of healds
4.7 List the miscellaneous loom stops
4.8 Suggest measures to control loss of efficiency based on snap reading
4.9 Indicate procedure for loom allocation
4.10 Explain the method by which the waste can be minimized in

4.10.1 Winding
4.10.2 Warping
4.10.3 Sizing
4.10.4 Drawing - in



4.10.5 Pirn winding
4.10.6 Loom shed

4.11 Explain the method of selection accessories for weaving department
4.12 Describe the term machinery balancing
4.13 Select the correct number of machines for manufacturing a given quantity

of  material in spinning and weaving departments
4.14 Evaluate the number of

4.14.1 Cards required to feed  draw frames
4.14.2 Draw frames required to feed the speed frames
4.14.3 Speed frames required to  feed  the ring frames

4.15 Calculate the number of
4.15.1 Warp  winding machines to feed warping machine
4.15.2 Pirn winding machines required to feed the loom

4.16 Identify the various factors to be considered in estimating the cost of yarn
4.17 Discuss with specific examples the method of estimating the cost of

4.17.1 Yarn
4.17.2 Cloth

4.18 Estimate the quantity of warp and weft in a cloth
4.19 Estimate the quantity of warp and weft required to produce a cloth of

given dimensions

CONTENT OUTLINE

MODULE 1. INTRODUCTION AND PROCESS CONTROL IN MIXNG &
SPINNING PREPARATION

Objects of process control -Key variables for the process control in spinning -Norms -
Establishment of norms -Quality – Meaning of it for yarn and fabric -Productivity - Factors
influencing it -Minimizing cost of production -Responsibility of spinning and weaving
managers -Control of mixing, quality and cost - Instrumental evaluation of cotton - Control of
mixing quality and cost - Simulations control of mixing quality and cost - Linear
programming for cotton mixing - The application of linear programming in a Mill - The
control of yarn realization - Records for estimating yarn realization and waste - Norms for
yarn realization - Judging yarn realization in a Textile mill - Control waste in cleaning in
blow room and carding - Determination of trash content and cleaning efficiency - Norms for
waste and cleaning efficiency in blow rooms and cards - Assessing the performance of a blow
room - Locating and improving machines with substandard performance - Optimizing
cleaning at cards - Control of comber waste - Optimum level of comber waste - Norms for
improving mean length in combing - The need for routine check of comber waste - Procedure
of control of comber waste - Control of sliver evenness - Control of stretch at fly frames -
Assessment and control of variability in blow room and draw frames - Control of selective
humidity - Scope and means for increasing machine productivity in preparatory section

MODULE II
PROCESS CONTROL IN SPINNING
Measurement and analysis of productivity - Definitions of indices of Productivity - Analysis
of short fall in productivity - Productivity and profitability - Means to improve productivity -
Maximizing machine efficiency in ring spinning - Controlling the end breakage in ring
spinning - Improving mechanical conditions in ring frame - Renovation at ring frame to
reduce end breaks - Control of yarn quality, count, strength and their variability - Assessing



process capability for count control - Reducing within bobbin count variation - Reducing
between bobbin count variation - Routine control of count - Control of variability in lea
strength - Meeting the requirement of yarn strength - Factors affecting yarn strength - Norms
for yarn strength - Control of yarn quality - Unevenness and imperfections - Measurement of
unevenness - Types of yarn irregularity - Random irregularity and periodic irregularity -
Control of yarn irregularity - Causes of yarn irregularity - Yarn faults and package defects

MODULE III
PROCESS CONTROL IN WEAVING PREPERATORY
Process control in winding - Optimizing quality in winding preparation - Control of quality of
knot - Production of good packages - Detailed study of stitches on cones, patterning, soft
nose or base,  wild yarn, snarls etc.- Cleaning efficiency, knot factor and quality factor -
Effect of unwinding tension and minimizing end breaks in warping, control of tension level ,
conditions of beam flanges, stop motions, break - driving drum – importance of length
measuring motion, control of density of beams - Choice of size, scope of size pick up through
controlling sizing condition - Control of yarn stretch - Control of moisture in sized yarns,
quality of sized beams, Density, broken ends, missing ends, crossed ends, sticky ends –
defective selvedges . Formation of ridges on beams - Minimizing stoppages due to
mechanical failures - Improving the build of pirn - Improving productivity in winding
warping sizing and pirn windings

MODULE IV
PROCESS CONTROL IN WEAVING AND MACHINE  BALANCING
Different types of healds and reeds - Selection of proper reed and heald - Effect reed
parameters on weavability of yarn - Control of productivity in loom shed - Control of loom
speed - Control of efficiency variable - Staggering of heald - Improving production by snap
reading - Control of waste in winding, warping, sizing, drawing – in and loom shed - Control
of fabric defects - Selection of accessories - Care of accessories – shuttles, pickers, picking
bands, healds, Reeds etc. - Balancing machinery in spinning and weaving - Balancing of
machinery for different capacity of spindles - Balancing machineries from winding to loom
shed for 100, 200, 400, 600 loom capacities - Essential factors in textile costing - Process cost
per Kg of finished yarn - Process cost particulars from blow room to spinning - Cost/ meter
of finished fabric - Determination of Ex – mill cost of one meter of fabric
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